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“Lingotek is on the forefront of translation technology–
the most complete solution–end to end–taking content 
and translating it in such a way that it delivers really  
significant value across the entire customer journey.”

      -- Aaron Fulkerson, CEO MindTouch

Finally. Networked Translation.
Connect your company to the world.



Lingotek | The Translation Network is more than an 
enterprise-class translation management system (TMS), 
it is a completely integrated translation hub that  
combines an industry leading cloud TMS, multilingual 
application program interfaces (API) and connectors, 
with professional linguists who are experts in our  
technology. 

The Leader in TMS Technology
Lingotek has been an industry leader in translation 
technology since 2006. Lingotek was the first U.S. 
company to launch a fully online, web-based, computer-
assisted translation (CAT) system and pioneered the  
integration of translation memories (TM) with a main-
frame powered machine translation (MT). Our  
cutting edge translation technology was born in the U.S. 
government intelligence community. The company is 
funded by Signal Peak Ventures and In-Q-Tel, a  
strategic, not-for-profit investment firm that works to 
identify, adapt, and deliver innovative technology  
solutions to support the mission of the U.S.  
Intelligence community.

Cloud Security
Companies can rely on the safety of Lingotek’s  
comprehensive data security protocol. Content stored in 
Lingotek’s cloud TMS is fully secured and kept private 
to your organization. Role-based authorization ensures 
that users only see those data components to which 
they’ve been granted access.

Enterprise-Class Translation Management

     •   An end-to-end, single solution
     •   Industry-leading cloud technology
     •   More content management integrations
     •   Centralized storage of linguistic assets 
     •   Easy-to-use, customizable workflows
     •   Automate manual processes
     •   Dynamic scheduling with AI capability
     •   No one makes vendor management easier 
     •   Proven return on investment

Translation Management System
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CONNECTORS
Integrate Translation Seamlessly Inside Your Enterprise Applications
Lingotek Inside Connectors are out-of-the-box integrations with your most popular web  
applications: CRM, CMS, eCommerce, KB, product, support, social software, marketing  
automation, desktop files, and software localization.

IN-CONTEXT WORKBENCH
Real-Time In-Context Translation, Review and Collaboration
Lingotek’s In-Context Workbench gives your translation team the latest tech: continuous, 
real-time, cloud translation. By immersing translators in a dynamic, visual environment, 
we bring translation, formatting, and review together in real time.

INTELLIGENCE
Multilingual Actionable Analytics and Intelligent Insight for Your Business
Lingotek’s Multilingual Business Intelligence application is a decision-ready global market 
dashboard that aggregates content data from across the enterprise, giving users the ability 
to act at the speed of business to drive business decisions.

LANGUAGE SERVICES
Enabling World-Ready Language Services for Enterprises
Lingotek’s Language Services have the business processes and technical foundation for 
high quality world-ready multilingual communication. Our translators’ skill and expertise, 
exacting project management, and processes are a winning combination.

LANGUAGE QUALITY EVALUATION
The Industry’s First and Only Tech Solution for LQE
Lingotek’s Linguistic Quality Evaluation solution ensures the delivery of high-quality  
translation by integrating quality evaluation, scoring, and reporting inside a cloud  
Translation Management System.

PORTAL
Convenient Access for Managing Your Translation Projects
The Portal lets language service providers and in-house translation groups give clients  
access to self-service tools and reports for requesting, managing, tracking, and viewing the 
progress of translation projects.

Enterprise-Class Translation Management System & Services
Our interconnected system of TMS apps are built to integrate seamlessly inside your existing systems. This ensures 
greater efficiency, visibility, and quality throughout the entire localization journey.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Enabling World-Ready Global Services and Business Processes
With over 20 years of experience, Lingotek professional services have the resources,  
knowledge, and global reach to provide you with the highest-caliber talent to meet your 
precise requirements and handle projects like yours.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Streamline Your Translation Projects by Putting Them on Autopilot
The Lingotek Translation Network gives project managers all the tools to automate and 
streamline global translation projects. With customizable workflows, assignments, real-
time monitoring, project managers can see the status of every project, every day.

TERMINOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Storing Your Unique Terminology for Easy Access
Achieve consistent and accurate translations by using our Terminology Management to 
store, retrieve, and organize your terms. This allows you to achieve effective and accurate 
translations with a clear set of rules.

TRANSLATION MEMORY
Leveraging Every Word for Faster, More Cost-Efficient Translation
Translation memory (TM) helps you leverage every word for faster, more cost-efficient 
translation. Because Lingotek is in the cloud, your TM is centrally stored and managed, 
making it immediately accessible and always up to date for other projects and translators.

VENDOR MANAGEMENT
Our Translation Network + Your Language Service Provider
Larger enterprises don’t want to be locked into a single-vendor translation solution, but 
they still need seamless coordination between multiple project managers and the many 
linguists who may be working on several projects simultaneously.

WORKBENCH
Real-Time Translation, Review and Collaboration
Lingotek’s Workbench gives your translation team the latest technology: continuous, real-
time cloud-based translation. By immersing translators in a dynamic, visual environment, 
we bring translation, formatting, and review together in real time.

Enterprise-Class Translation Management System & Services
Our interconnected system of TMS apps are built to integrate seamlessly inside your existing systems. This ensures 
greater efficiency, visibility, and quality throughout the entire localization journey.
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Cloud Based Translation is Faster, Easier and More Efficient 
Lingotek revolutionized the translation industry. With Lingotek, you 
get an enterprise-grade, end-to-end solution that you control. 

Agile Software That Offers Scalability and Responsive IT
Our next-generation technology continuously delivers multilingual 
content and scalability to meet your increasing needs for more  
content, storage, and translation management. Our Network auto-
scales to increased volume levels. It  can scale as your usage grows. 

Automated Workflows Put Your Translations on Autopilot
Put your translations on autopilot from notifying a reviewer when a 
translation is ready for review, to reporting project status to an  
external system, the Lingotek rules engine brings AI-like capabilities 
to your workflow.   
 

Continuous, Real-Time Collaboration for Round-the-Clock Translation
With a vast network of translators working in our powerful cloud-based 
translation management system, you get continuous, round the clock 
translation and real-time collaboration.

Centralized File Management Gives You Control Over Your Content
Out-of-the-box integrations with popular CMS, CRM, marketing  
automation, knowledge bases, and social business software means 
your information resides in your system, giving you visibility, access, 
security, and control of your files and information.
 

Secure Your Information With Controlled Access to Files
Content stored in the Lingotek cloud is fully secured and kept private 
to your organization. Role-based authorization ensures that users 
only see information if they have been granted access by your project 
administrator.

The Benefits of Cloud-Based Enterprise Class Translation Management System
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About Lingotek

Lingotek | The Translation Network is an enterprise-class cloud-based translation services provider, offering  
translation management software and professional linguistic services. We are the leader in collaborative translation 
technology with an innovative cloud translation management system (TMS) that uses computer-assisted translation 
(CAT) tools to facilitate faster, more efficient, language translation. Our multilingual application program interfaces 
(API) and connectors pair with the industry’s top enterprise applications to automate and integrate the translation 
process.

Main Office
Address: 3400 North Ashton Blvd, #150, Lehi, UT 84043
Phone:+1 801 331 7777
Email: sales@lingotek.com

Washington DC Office
Address: 12020 Sunrise Valley Dr #100, Reston, VA 20191
Email: sales@lingotek.com
 
United Kingdom Office
Address: 1 Bell Street, Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 1BU, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0)1628 421525
Email: sales@lingotek.com
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